Technical Data Sheet

Stracciatella
Stracciatella is a porcelain tile that embraces the trend of terrazzo effect finishes. The foundation of
this tile range is a single sized hexagon tile decorated with a tutti frutti chip pattern. There are five
angular graphic accents picked out in a brushed colour effect. Stracciatella is a hardwearing wall
and floor tile that so easily adds a shot of colour wherever it is installed. The multicoloured design on
these tiles is certainly very forgiving, being easily paired with other colours. Three colourways and a
plain white make up this so straighforward colourful tile range. Each colourway has a mix of the five
designs. These designs are not available individually as a result of the random selection packed in
the box. These tiles are suitable for kitchens and bathrooms.
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COLOUR

Stracciatella White

Stracciatella Pink

Stracciatella Honey

Stracciatella Blue

SIZE OPTIONS
Hexagon 250x290mm
All Colours

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Product: Through bodied porcelain stoneware.
Surface Finish: Natural

•
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Manufacturing Standard: BS EN 14411G
(full details available on request)
Use: All residential floors and light traffic commercial floors
All internal/external walls
Actual Size: Please note that these tiles are supplied with sharp 90 degree edges for installation with a 3mm
grout joint. The dimensions provided are nominal and therefore the grout joint width should be included to
reflect the overall module size when preparing setting out drawings.
Installation: We recommend that this range is bedded in a solid bed of Ardex polymer modified adhesive in
accordance with BS5385: Parts 1, 2, 3 and 4. Adhesive and grouts required may vary in relation to the specific
nature of the installation, and proposed substrates.
Grout Joint: These tiles should be installed with a minimum 3mm joint and grouted with Ardex FS Grout
(suitable for joints up to 4mm)

